Black Mongols
part 1
(The following is an excerpt from the e-book They Came Before Marco Polo)

1280 AD silk handscroll painting of a black Mongolian horseman (Yuan Dynasty).

The roots of the Black Mongolian presence in Asia can be traced back to the Aurignacian
culture. This cultural complex originated 32,000 to 25,000 years ago during the Upper

Paleolithic period in Africa. The Aurignacian Blacks introduced several significant
innovations to early man’s history. The culture was marked by a great diversification
and specialization of hand tools. It gave birth to stone engraving tools called burins.
The Aurignacian Blacks also developed body ornaments. Carved bone pendants, bracelets, ivory
beads and pierced shells have been excavated at their sites.

The Aurignacian was a hunter-gatherer culture. The early hunters of this period
aggressively pursued big game animals. Cave bears and mammoths were some of their
targeted prey.

In ancient times, the Sinai, Asia Minor and the Levant served as a connecting corridor
allowing early African migrants from Egypt to enter Asia. Anne and Bernard Spitzer of
the American Museum of Natural History writes:
The first modern humans to leave Africa probably left through what is now Egypt … Once
modern humans left Africa they moved quickly into Asia.

Even as late as 1416 black migrants from Egypt were sighted in the Sinai. A German
chronicler described them as “Lords of Little Egypt” with “very black skin”.
Towards the end of the last Ice Age, Aurignacian Blacks entered Europe and Asia.
Various archaeological sites in these areas attested to their wide dispersal. In reference
to the Russian site of Kostenki, K. Krist Hirst writes:
Typically, the Aurignacian is the oldest component associated with modern humans at
the archaeological sites in Europe … researchers are convinced that Kostenki does
represent one of the earliest outpost of early modern humans outside of Africa.

What droved these Paleo-African peoples to migrate across great distances is still the
subject of debate. Some experts speculated they were following herds of bisons and
other animals which served as a food source. In spite of their wide dispersal, these early
Blacks maintained a cultural uniformity. Common cultural markers noted with them
have simultaneously highlighted their Africa ancestry. For example:
1. The practice of shamanism. Although these Paleo-African peoples were dispersed
across great distances, “Kam” was the term commonly used for their shaman priests.
“Kam” was also a designation for ancient Egypt. The shaman priests were viewed as
magicians or sorcerers. It is more than mere coincidence that ancient Egypt was often
referred to as “the land of magic and sorcery”.
2. Possession of a snake, serpent or dragon mythology. A large concentration of the

Paleo-African peoples resided in northern Asia and a snake or serpent mythology was
prominent amongst them. Although quite abundant in Egypt and Africa in general, snakes
are not indigenous to northern Asia.
3. Distended and perforated ear-lobes. An aesthetic practice quite common with the
Africoid groups in Asia. This is an African practice which is still quite prevalent in Africa
today.
4. “Venus” figurines or statuettes. These clay figures often depicted steatopygous
females (excessive accumulation of fat on the buttocks). A physical trait associated with
women of African descent. The mere fact that these peoples depicted themselves in this
fashion attest to their African ethnicity.

Paleolithic Venus figurines

The Aurignacian Blacks were a nomadic hunter population. This group occupied vast
territories on the Eurasian grassland. They covered areas extending beyond the Ural
mountains to Lake Baikal.

By around 6,000 BC the Aurignacian hunters had sufficiently differentiated into
distinguishable white, yellow and black-skinned nomadic groups. This genesis of the

ethnic categories on the Asian steppes is by no means a novelty. Various studies have
demonstrated all racial groups developed from an aboriginal Black layer. The cover
story of the September 1991 issue of U.S. News stated:
Recent revised dates of anatomically modern human fossils seem to suggest an African
origin: The oldest modern human fossil, dating from more than 100,000 years ago, have
been uncovered in Africa … this ‘out of Africa model’ has profound implications for
human species. The theory implies, for instance, that all humans are very recent
descendants of African stock and that the various races today reflect only superficial
physical differences.

Anne and Bernard Spitzer of the American Museum of Natural History wrote:
Modern humans living in northern Europe some 15,000 years ago almost certainly had
fair skin, but they undoubtedly were descendants of Homo Sapiens with dark skin.

The Mongols
By the fifth century AD the Eurasian nomads had formed themselves into well organized
horse-riding confederations. They became the famed “Mongol hordes” of the steppes.
The steppe regions offered a harsh level of existence for these peoples. The grassland
had little rainfall, making agricultural endeavors nearly impossible. The nomads were
constantly on the move seeking greener pastures because the region also offered few
areas for grazing livestock. Hence, the reason many sustained themselves by hunting.
The life of a steppe nomad was that of few material possessions, allowing for ease of
movement and travel. Their lives were similar to the American cowboys of the Old
West. Their members had to be fearless, tough and capable of holding his own.

There was a marked demarcation between the steppe nomads and those occupying the

settled agricultural communities throughout Europe and Asia. Here we had a situation
of the “haves and have nots”. The riches contained in China, Rome and other established
settlements offered an enticing invitation for plunder and booty for the
nomadic hordes. Hence, the Chinese and Roman empires viewed the steppe horsemen
as a constant threat and menace. Also the horsemen entertained a much greater reliance
on the hunt for their survival then those occupying the agricultural communities. This
great reliance triggered stronger social bonds between members of a nomadic group. It
was absolutely crucial for the hunters to coordinate their attack with precision in order to
capture the prey which sought to evade them. This tight knit teamwork contributed to
these people becoming formidable warriors on the battlefield. They became well
organized strategic fighters capable of defeating armies twice their size. For example,
when faced against the Persian forces in 1221, the Persian military proved to be no match
against the Mongols. The number of Persian casualties can attest to the Mongols’
iron-clad discipline and precise teamwork during these confrontations: in Nishipur, Persia
1.7 million Persian soldiers were killed, in Merv 1.3 million, in Rayy 1.6 million and in
Merv Chahjan the Persians suffered 1.3 million loses.

Mongol cavalry. These horsemen were known for traveling 90 miles a day on horseback.

Black Mongols
The history of white and yellow skinned Mongolian horsemen has been the subject of
much detailed studies by both Western and Sino academia. However, these works do
not provide a thorough testimony to Mongolian historical legacy. The Asian grasslands
were also inhabited by black Mongolian horsemen. And the history behind these black
horsemen has been largely ignored by contemporary scholarship. James E. Brunson
stated:
By A.D. 425, horse-riding marauders traveling as far as 90 miles a day descended from
the Eurasian grasslands bringing with them a challenge for both Roman and Chinese
empires. While this make take some readers by surprise or shock, the historicity of
ferocious black nomadic warriors is an established fact, and the facts demonstrate that

among the white and yellow-skinned horsemen were well organized confederations of
Blacks thundering out of the north Asian steppes.

One such group was the Black Bulgars. This nation occupied the area just north of the
Black Sea around 660 AD. Another group, the Black Ugarians, occupied the Central
Asian Ural steppe region from 457-600 AD.

14th century AD silk hand scroll painting originally produced in
ink and gold. This piece depicts black Mongols entering China.

Kara (Black)
Kara or Qara “black” is a term which played an integral part of the Mongol world. The

term was used by many black Mongolian groups. The Encyclopedia of Islam defined
Kara as: “The Turkish word for ‘black’ or ‘dark colour’ in general. In personal names,
kara may refer to the black or dark brown colour of hair or to a dark complexion. It has,
however, at the same time the meaning ‘strong, powerful’…”

The Mongols, being a war-like people, apparently extolled the term Kara and perhaps
other concepts denoting power and strength. Kara was also prominently featured in the
Karakhanid dynasty. A Black Turko-Islamic dynasty which ruled in Central Asia from
840 to 1212 AD. In translation the name “Karakhanids” means The Black Khans or The
Black Kings. The Dictionary of the Middle Ages defines the Karakhanids as: “…the
ruling dynasty of a Turko-Islamic state in eastern and western Turkestan. The term
‘Qarakhanid’ (from the Turkic qara ‘black’ symbolically ‘the North’ or ‘great’, and
khan), which figures as the highest title in the state…”

Apparently, Kara was an esteemed term. Hence, the reason we find the Karakhanid
rulers possessing such names as Arslan Kara Khan “The Black Lion King” and
Boghra Kara Khan “The Black Camel King”.

14th century painting of a Black Mongolian nobleman entering China during the
Tang dynasty (618-907 AD).

The Khitans and the Liao Dynasty
The Karakhanids were eventually conquered by another Black Mongolian group known
as Kara Khitai (the Black Khitans). The fact that both these groups were Black has been
for many years either denied, ignored or down played by European writers. One
Western writer had the racial arrogance to refer to Kara Khitai as “Negri Khitai”! The
Khitans initially occupied Manchuria. After solidifying their strength they began
directing their ambitions towards China. The Khitans eventually conquered China and

established the Liao dynasty in the country. The dynasty thrived from 907 to 1125 AD.
As Brunson have stated previously, this information may take some readers by surprise
yet these events are substantiated by the facts. Some historians have reported the term
Khitai (Khitans) literally translates as “black Iron”. Hence, the reason the dynasty was
often referred to as “the Iron Dynasty”. During the Khitan’s reign the Koreans were
forced to make several concessions to them. The eunuchs in their courts were entirely
Chinese. They also subjugated the Jurchens, another nomadic group. A Khitan court
official is quoted for saying “We have made the world tremble with our might”.

Territorial rein of the Khitans’ Liao dynasty (907 – 1125 AD).

During the reign of the Liao dynastic regime the citizens of China were quite cognizant
of the fact that the Khitans were a non-Chinese people. The San-ts’ai T’u-hui is a

Chinese painting which dates back to the Ming dynasty. Preserved in this painting is a
depiction of a black-skinned Khitan horseman. Unsurprisingly, this painting and others
like it are usually omitted from contemporary studies on the Khitans.

Artist reproduction of the San-tsái Tú-hui’s painting from the Ming period (1368 - 1644 AD).
The piece depicts a black- skinned Khitan horseman.

Fall of the Khitans and the Liao Dynasty
After much secret planning the Jurchens eventually rebelled against Khitan oppression
and usurped Liao power. This turn of event did not signal the end of Khitan reign in

Asia however. When the last Khitan emperor was dethroned in 1124 AD, Yeh-lu Tashih, a member of the imperial clan, managed to escape the onslaught and accompanied
by about two thousand followers fled to Central Asia.

This move is considered a major event in Khitan history. It marked the end of their
“Chinese” empire and laid the foundation for another. Upon arriving in their new
territory Yeh-lu Ta-shih gathered the remnants of his people and uttered:
Our great Liao dynasty rose under difficult circumstances, and it was due to the merits and
great works of our ancestors. But their successors were addicted to pleasure and corruption
and neglected the government of their people. As a result riots broke out and our empire was
destroyed. Now I wish to lead you back to the desert and re-establish our ancient splendor.

Upon delivering that address, Yeh-lu Ta-shih then went about establishing the new Kara
Khitai state. The Cambridge Encyclopedia of China stated: “A remnant of the Khitan
aristocracy and army fled westward and successfully established a state in Central Asia
(Qara or Black Khitai).” The Encyclopedia Sinica states: “When their power was
broken after two centuries of rule, they went to Kashgaria, and there founded the new
dynasty called Western Liao or Kara K’tai (Karakhitai) (q.v.) black K’itans.” Denis
Sinor in Inner Asia, A Syllabus writes: “… Yeh-lu Ta-shih’s people called itself
Karakhita, i.e. the Black Khitans.”

Early Chinese painting depicting Black Khitan horsemen.

Liao Demise
The Liao dynasty was eventually usurped by the nomadic Jurchens. The Jurchens were
formerly oppressed by the Khitan nationals. Denis Sinor writes:

The Jurchens provided the Khitans not only with falcons – which the latter used in
in the semi-religious hunts of the wild geese – but also with the specialists hunters
capable of imitating the cry of the stag. To hunt a stag was not only a pleasant pastime,
it was also a religious occasion and in this Khitan ritual Juchens had a role to play.
One can guess that it was not the most exalted one. Indeed, it would seem
that the Juchens were to suffer many seasonally recurring humiliations in the hands
of the Khitans. The final revolt of the Juchens was triggered by several humiliating
experiences inflicted upon the Juchens chief A-ku-ta in the Liao court.

After much secret planning the Juchens eventually rebelled and conquered Liao. The
Juchens then assumed the dynastic title Chin (gold). The term was deliberately chosen
to succeed Liao. The first Juchen ruler, A-ku-ta stated: “Liao chose black Iron for its’
title because it is hard in quality. Although black iron is hard, it eventually deteriorates,
only gold does not change or deteriorate therefore our title is Chin (the Great Gold).”
Charles O. Hucker in China’s Imperial Past writes:
The names of traditional Chinese dynasties generally had geographic derivations,
reviving honored names of Chou dynasty feudal fiefs. The Ch’tan [Khitan] Liao
dynasty took its name from the Liao River in Manchuria, or a place associated with
it. But when the Jurchens established their Chin dynasty they introduced a names
having symbolic significance… The word chin chosen by the Jurchens means
gold. It was chosen deliberately because gold is more precious and enduring than iron.

After having their Liao dynastic rule toppled by the Jurchens, the Khitans fled to
Central Asia and established the Kara Khitan Empire. After the passing of several
generations the Kara Khitai state was eventually conquered by Genghis Khan and
incorporated into his Mongol empire. When the Genghis launched his invasion against
Japan, the Japanese reported seeing “black Mongols” in Genghis Khan’s army. Art
historian James E. Brunson writes: “Art depicting the Mongols both in China and Japan
depicted black, curly-haired warriors and ambassadors, some having the characteristic
African stretched earlobe and large golden earring.”

14th century painting depicting black and white skinned Mongols entering China
during the Tang Period (618 – 907 AD).

